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ABSTRACT
The solution precursor plasma spraying is a modification of the conventional plasma
spraying technique where the feedstock is a liquid precursor instead of a powder. The
phenomena which occurs in both techniques are different since the feedstock is liquid
and consequently, the jet fragmentation, the solvent evaporation and the chemical
reaction or pyrolysis must occurs before the solid melting and impact onto the substrate.
The evaporation of the precursor changes the chemical composition of the plasma
plume, hence it implies an important modification in the thermodynamic properties. In
the present study, the influence of the solution precursor ion these properties, concretely
the thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of the plasma plume, has been
addressed. Then, the ability of heating factor of the plasma plume was estimated and
different effects of the precursor on the mentioned transport properties were evaluated.
The effect of the type of precursor, the feedstock flow rate and the solution
concentration has been evaluated in the present work. Concretely, transport properties
of the plasma plume, as thermal conductivity, dynamic viscosity or the ability of heating
factor has been estimated. It is concluded that all of these variables affects slightly the
viscosity but considerably in the thermal conductivity and the ability of heating factor.
Hence, the selection of the precursor characteristics allows to heating transfer between
plasma plume and starting feedstock is improved and consequently the resultant
coatings exhibit a lower presence of porous or unmelted material.
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1.

Introduction

The solution precursor plasma spraying (SPPS) is an emerging technique enabling
manufacturing of nanostructured coatings. It is a modification of the conventional
atmospheric plasma spraying (APS) where the feedstock is injected inside a plasma
plume and the material is melted and accelerated up to the impacting onto the substrate.
Studies have been performed employing SPPS for producing materials intended for
desired application such as thermal barrier coatings [1,2], gas sensors [3,4], biomaterials
[5,6], etc. SPPS coatings display improved properties with respect to their APS
counterparts because of the fine microstructure characteristic in this kind of coatings.
The differences between APS and SPPS technique is based on the feedstock is a
solution precursor instead of a powder; therefore, the process changes considerably. On
one hand, the liquid nature of the feedstocks implies the injection process is changed
and a liquid jet is injected which must be fragmented and the solvent must be
evaporated before the solid melting. On the other hand, the feedstock consists in of a
precursor, which whose composition is transformed inside the plasma plume. It means a
chemical reaction or pyrolysis occurs and depending on the kinetics and the heating
transfer, the phenomenon changes and it affect in the final coating [7–9].
The microstructure and properties of the coating depends on the starting feedstocks as
well as the process deposition process [10–12]. One of the keys in the process is the
heat transfer between the material and the plasma plume, it means that both material and
plasma plume properties are affected in this step. Concretely, the plasma plume
characteristics which are related with the heating and momentum transfer, called
transport properties, are the thermal conductivity and the dynamic viscosity [13–15].
They depends basically on the chemical composition of the plasma plume but the
environment also affects. For example, vapors generated during the process varyies the

chemical composition of the plume; therefore, the transport properties are modified.
This is the case of the SPPS process where the solvent and the sub-products of the
precursor decomposition become part of the plume.
In spite of fact the that the SPPS technique is being studied since 2001, more studies to
know the technique are necessary. Several works have dealt with the development and
evaluation of SPPS coatings but the examination on of the thermo-physical changes
inside the plasma plume has been limited. Experimental examination of these
phenomena is difficult because of the high temperature of the plasma jet and rapidity of
the reaction. In this way, some numerical modeling works on the transformation of
droplets in SPPS haves been reported [16,17]. However, the analysis of thermodynamic
properties must be also be considered. Previous researches have addressed the change in
the transport properties experimented in the plasma plume when the feedstock is a
suspension instead of a powder in the case of suspension plasma spraying [18,19].
Hence, the aim of the present study is the evaluation of the transport properties injecting
a solution precursor. Besides, the influence of the type of precursor and its
concentration, as well as the effect of the feedstock flow rate, is also analyzed. This
study was focused ion precursors commonly used to develop zirconia coatings since this
material is important owing to its applications as thermal barrier or solid oxide fuel
cell’s electrolyte [1,2,20]. Nevertheless, the obtained conclusions can be translated to
any kind of coating developed by SPPS.

2.

Methodology

2.1.

Feedstocks and spray parameters

The feedstocks considered in the present work consisted of ZrO2 precursors. Concretely,
three of the most used precursors (one organic and two inorganics ones) were selected

to be evaluated for the evaluation. Moreover, the effect of the solution molarity as well
as the feedstock flow rate was examined. The wWater was taken as diluting agent
although ethanol or other agents can be considered. It is important because it affects
considerably the thermal transport properties, as it was demonstrated in a previous the
work [19]. Table 1 displays the kind of precursors as well as the molarity and flow rate
values contemplated in the thermal transport estimations. These value range The range
of these values and the precursors were taken from previous experimental works about
SPPS coatings [2,5,21,22].
The plasma spray parameters remained constant because their optimization was not the
objective of this study. Argon and hydrogen wereas selected as primary and secondary
plasmaogen gases and their flow rates wereas 45 and 5 slpm respectively. A
monocathode nozzle with a diameter of 9 mm was considered and the electrical power
was 40 kW. All of these parameters, like feedstock conditions, were taken from our
previous works [5]. The molar fraction of precursors and working gas wereas calculated
in order to estimate the plasma plume properties.
2.2.

Estimation of transport properties

The transport properties described the fluxes such as mass, electric charges and thermal
energy which enable to prevent predict the gas system. The transport properties related
to momentum and heat transfer are the dynamic viscosity and the thermal conductivity
respectively. Dynamic viscosity (

), [Pa⋅s] or [kg/(m⋅s)], is a coefficient of

proportionality between the friction force ( ) and its consequent gradient of gas velocity
(

,

=

):
,

(1)

Likewise, thermal conductivity ( ), [W·m−1·K−1], is the coefficient of proportionality
between the heat flux ( ) and the gradient in temperature (

):

=

(2)

The transport properties can be guessed from the Boltzmann equation in the ChapmanEnskog approach described elsewhere [23]. The plasma plume characteristics are
strongly related to the chemical composition. The different chemical species, both
neutral (as Ar, H2…) and ionic (as Ar+, H+, e-…), inside the plasma plume depends on
temperature which results from the balance between the electrical energy dissipated and
the heat losses that occur in the plasma plume.
The guesses of chemical composition and transport properties at different temperatures
were carried out with the use of T&TWinner software which is feed by a huge database
of chemical species. This software established the equilibrium onto minimization of
Gibbs’s free energy of Gibbs and Chapman-Enskog approach [24].
is established onto minimization of Gibbs’s free energy of Gibbs [25] and ChapmanEnskog approach [24] with the use of the database.
2.3.

Ability of heating factor

The heat transfer from plasma plume to a particle is governed by the convention heating
of the plasma around the particle and the conduction heating inside the particle,
supposing that the radiation heating by the plasma and radiation cooling of particles can
be neglected [26]. In this case, the heat transfer equation has a form:
ℎ

−

=

(3)

where dp - particle diameter [m], h - heat transport coefficient [W.m-2K-1], Tg and Tp temperature of plasma and particle respectively [K], Cp - specific heat of particle, [J·kg1

·K-1 ]

and t - time [s] [26].

Assuming that the energy-transfer mechanism is purely conductive, the length of the
trajectory of all particles is constant and equal to L, the plasma gas velocity is constant
and the relative movement of particles correspond to Stokes regime, the integration of
the eq. (3) leads to the following expression:
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in which L is length of high temperature zone of plasma jet [m], 〈
conductivity [W.kg-1·K-1], 〈

〉 - average thermal

〉 - dynamic viscosity [kg.m-1·s-1], 1 – particle velocity

[m.s-1], "2 – total enthalpy of fusion [J.kg-1],

– particle diameter [m], 3 –

particle density [kg.m-3] [26]. The variables of the integration are separated into two
parameters: ion the left hand, are set up the variables related to the plasma plume are
collected in a parameter called ability of heating factor (AHF) while ion the right hand
are set the solid properties are collected and they defined another parameter named
Difficulty of Melting Factor (DFM). The whole fusion of the solid occurs when AHF is
equal or greater to DFM.
One approach assumed in the integration of the eq. (3) is that the transport properties of
the gas in at the interface solid particle-plasma plume are averaged between the
temperature of the gas (Tg) and the temperature of the particle surface (Tp). Therefore,
the averaged thermal conductivity and average viscosity, can be calculated form from
the following expression:
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The AHF results an interesting factor to estimate the possibility of obtaining dense
coatings [19,26]. Thus, its has been considered in the present study but the final
calculations were modified to only take the transport coefficients and is expressed as:
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3.

Results and discussion

3.1.

Study of plasma plume composition

(6)

Prior to studingy the transport properties, the composition of the plasma plume at
different temperatures is analyzed in order to explain later the motives of the properties
changes. In the calculation, it was assumed a flow rate of plasma working gases Ar + H2
equal to 45 + 5 slpm, a solution feed rate of 50 mL/min and a solution concentration of
2 mol/L, values token from previous experimental works [22,27].
Fig. 1 shows the plasma plume composition at different temperatures using an inorganic
precursor (zirconyl chloride) and an organic precursor (zirconium acetate). The
precursor decomposition to zirconia and the secondary compound, hydrogen chloride
(HCl) or methane (CH4), occurs at low temperatures. Nevertheless, the molar ration of
these compounds is poorly significant compared to the initial working gases or the
steam. It is important to note that the water concentration depends on the molarity but
also on the precursor compound since solutions of big molecules with high mole
number (as zirconium acetate with M=327.2 g/mol) needs less amount of water to
obtain the same solution molarity.
The water decomposition in atomic hydrogen and oxygen begins at about 3000K, as it is
shown in eq. 7:
" > → " @ + >" $ → 2" + >

(7)

These atomic species, concretely atomic hydrogen, really are excited (its kinetic energy
is really high) therefore, increase the mobility, i.e. the thermal conductivity, inside the
plasma plume [28]. High hydrogen ratio on the plasma working gases or high amount of
water into the solution feedstock increase the plasma thermal conductivity.
In the case of organic precursors, an oxidation occurs at high temperatures (around 6000
K), as it is described in eq. 8 [29]:
"C + 1D2 > → > + 2 " →

+ > + 4"

(8)

Thus, the decomposition of organic compounds creates also diatomic molecules and,
after highly excited atoms, but it the latter phenomenon occurs at higher temperatures,
and its level of excitation is lower than this of hydrogen atoms and it is less significant
since amount of methane in the gas mixture is considerable lower than the amount of
water and hydrogen.

3.2.

Effect of the composition on transport properties

The transport properties, such as viscosity and thermal conductivity, of the plasma
plume are compared considering the different solution precursors displayed in Table 1.
The considered working mixture, feedstock flow rate and molarities are equal to the
those in section 3.1. The results of dynamic viscosity calculus are collected in Fig. 2.
This property is hardly modified by the composition variation, being the mixture with a
higher molecular weight (zirconium acetate) the composition which displays a lower
viscosity. Besides, a small negative peak of viscosity was observed at 3600 K which is
attributed to the presence of the OH- radicals due to the decomposition of water steam
[19,29]. This peak is less marked in mixtures with lower amount of water (zirconium
acetate) or it is imperceptible in the case of gas pure working gases.
In On the other hand, the composition exhibited a strongly effect in the case of on
thermal conductivity, as it is shown in Fig. 3. A noteworthy peak appears near 3000K
owing to the generation of atomic hydrogen. Thus, feedstocks mixtures with higher
amount of water (higher dilutions or smaller molecules as chloride) considerably
increase the thermal conductivity [28]. Another secondary peak around 6000 K is
appreciated just using an organic precursor as feedstock. This singularity is due to the
final decomposition of organic compounds in C, H and O atoms. However, this
secondary peak is less marked than the first mentioned. The appreciation of this
secondary peak agrees with previous studies which concluded that a similar peak is
observed using ethanol as solvent instead of water [29]. It is important to highlight the
thermal conductivity is an important property to take into account in the SPPS
technique, rather than in the conventional APS technique, since the spraying distances
are relatively shorts ( 40-60 mm instead of 80-120 mm used at for coarse powder
spraying) [7,9].

Besides the transport properties, the modified ability of heating factor is also calculated,
as it can be observed in Fig. 4, with the aim of evaluating the heat flux between the
plasma and the feedstock. The AHFmod is 3 times, or more, greater for the working gases
including the precursors than for pure Ar+H2 plasma. This factor increases near 3000 K
because of the hydrogen dissociation and it reaches its maximum near 4000 K. Then,
AHFmod is slightly reduced at higher temperatures and the decomposition of organic
compounds into elements is hardly reflected in this factor. In conclusion, the
compositions which provide a higher amount of hydrogen atoms exhibit a greater AHF.

3.3.

Effect of the concentration and flow rate on transport properties

The zirconium acetate is taken as feedstock for this part of the study. The effect of the
concentration and flow rate on transport properties was studied considering other
precursors and the results were similar. The considered solution concentrations and the
feedstock flow rates are shown in Table 1. These parameters hardly affect viscosity but
their effect is visible in thermal conductivity and in the ability of heating factor
displayed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. The main peak in thermal conductivity is
more marked at higher flow rates or lower concentrations, it means when the amount of
water inside the precursor is higher. However, the secondary peak is greater at higher
flow rates, as occurs in the mainly peak, but the concentration plays an opposite effect,
being favorable a higher concentration. The reason is based that the secondary peak is
caused by the decomposition of the organic part and it increases at higher flow rate or
concentrations. Regarding the AHF, a pronounced increment between 3000 and 4000 K
is observed. Besides, the secondary peak is hardly appreciated (the gradient is just 1 %
in the case of 4 mol/L solutions). AHF is a 35 % greater increasing twice the flow rate
and reducing the concentration. It means a higher heat flux between the plasma and the

feedstocks, an important consideration in SPPS technique, and it modifies the
phenomena which occurs inside the plasma plume. Nevertheless, energetic
considerations should be taken into account since compositions with a higher amount of
solvent need a more energetic plasma to evaporate it [8].
The effect of the concentration and flow rate on transport properties was studied
considering other precursors and the results were similar.

4.

Conclusions

Transport properties allow to estimate the heat and momentum transfer between the
plasma plume and the feedstock. These properties depends on the chemical composition
of the plasma plume and it is they are strongly modified when a liquid feedstock is
injected fed.
•

A marked increment of the thermal conductivity, therefore of the ability of
heating factor, is produced in the SPPS technique when a solution is injected
inside the plasma plume. The reason is based on the decomposition of molecular
H2O into highly energetic radicals at 3000 K. Thus the increase is more notable
when the feedstock hasve a greater amount of water. It does not just imply a
higher feedstock flow rate or a lower solution concentration, but precursors with
a smaller molecule size.

•

The decomposition of organic compounds also contributed to the increment of
thermal conductivity but it hardly affects the ability of heating factor.

•

Plasma plume viscosity is less sensible to precursor variation than thermal
conductivity.

Definitively, the estimation to transport properties, linked to the energetic requirements,
can explain the phenomena which occurs inside the plasma plume in a plasma
deposition technique.
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Table
Table 1. Type of precursor, the molarity and flow rate values contemplated in the
thermal transport estimations.
Kind of precursor

Molarity

(2 mol/L and 50 mL/min)
• Zirconium acetate [Zr(CH3COO)4]
• Zirconyl nitrate [ZrO(NO3)24]
• Zirconyl chloride [ZrOCl24]

Solution flow rate

(zirconium acetate)
•

2 mol/L

•

30 mL/min

•

4 mol/L

•

50 mL/min

Figure captions
Figure 1. Plasma plume composition injecting different solutions: bottom) zirconium
acetate; top) zirconyl chloride. Minor species are represented in a reduced Y-axis scale
graph.
Figure 2. Dynamic viscosity of the plasma plume injecting different precursors.
Figure 3. Thermal conductivity of the plasma plume injecting different precursors.
Figure 4. Modified ability of heating factor of the plasma plume injecting different
precursors.
Figure 5. Thermal conductivity of the plasma plume at different feedstock flow rates
and concentrations.
Figure 6. Modified ability of heating factor of the plasma plume at different feedstock
flow rates and concentrations.
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